Swarthmore College to Keep Fossil Fuel Funds
by Patti Mengers
May 3, 2015 – After a 32-day sit-in outside the Swarthmore College finance and investments office, a resolution of support from the faculty, and a petition bearing 1,100 alumni signatures, Swarthmore Mountain Justice members were hopeful the board of managers would divest the college’s endowment of fossil fuel funds, as a major step towards halting climate change.  
Their hopes were dashed Saturday morning, when the 39-member board reached a consensus not to divest from fossil fuels that, according to Swarthmore Mountain Justice spokesman Stephen O’Hanlon, includes “200 oil, gas and coal companies with the largest carbon reserves.” 
“After a long and deep discussion and debate, the board decided not to modify its investment guidelines to allow for use of the endowment to meet social objectives.  This decision effectively ratifies the board’s September 2013 decision not to divest from fossil fuels either on a full or partial basis,” said board members in a statement e-mailed to the college community Saturday afternoon.  
O’Hanlon, a Swarthmore sophomore, said the board’s decision not to divest the college’s $1.9 billion endowment from the fossil fuel industry is inconsistent with its Quaker origins.  “It is unconscionable for Swarthmore College, as an institution of higher education with a commitment for social responsibility and leadership for the common good, to invest in and legitimize an industry that has no place in a sustainable future, and that is threatening the very future for which our Swarthmore education is preparing us,” said the 19-year-old political science major.  
A resident of Downingtown, Chester County, O’Hanlon was among 175 Swarthmore College students who took turns maintaining a perpetual sit-in outside the finance and investment office in Parrish Hall from March 19 through April 20.  
“Climate change affects us all, and only will continue to get worse if our leaders refuse to act,” said O’Hanlon, citing California droughts, Tropical Storm Sandy, and disappearing Pacific island nations as examples.  
But Swarthmore College Board of Managers Chairman Gil Kemp noted in a prepared statement that Saturday’s meeting was to reaffirm the college’s investment guidelines, which since 1991 have stated that the “investment committee manages the endowment to yield the best long term financial results, rather than to pursue other social objectives.” 
“It would be difficult, if not impossible, to replace our current investment managers with one of similar quality if we were only to invest in funds that were fossil fuel-free,” said the board managers.  Kemp said that the board is fully committed to addressing the threat of climate change.  “To affirm our commitment, the college will intensify its sustainable practices as an institution.  Our efforts will cut across all aspects of college operations, including new construction, energy consumption, water usage, and recycling, and also the curriculum and investment practices, ” he said.  
Kemp noted that, on Saturday, the board also decided to establish a Green Fund that will enable alumni and others to contribute to an alternative fund that will not invest in fossil fuels; some board members pledging to match those contributions.
O’Hanlon said since 2012, more than 200 institutions globally have divested themselves of fossil fuel funds, including Stanford University in California, which purged its $18 billion endowment of coal stocks last year.  He noted that Swarthmore Mountain Justice, which was founded in 2010, launched the first fossil fuel divestment campaign in history, and now there are more than 500 around the world.  Founding students adopted the name Swarthmore Mountain Justice, after witnessing the environmental damage and human health hazards created by mountaintop-removal coal-mining in West Virginia, said O’Hanlon.
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